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Solid state thermosalience—a sudden exertion of an expansive or contractive physical force following a
temperature change in a solid state compound—is rare, few are reversible systems, and most of these are
limited to a dozen or so cycles before the crystal degrades or they reverse slowly over the course of many
minutes or even hours. In this work, we show a fully reversible actuator that is stable at room temperature for
multiple years and is capable of actuation for more than two hundred cycles at near ambient temperature.
Specifically, the crystals shrink to 90% of its original length instantaneously upon heating beyond 45 °C and
expands back to its original length upon cooling below 35 °C. This temperature regime is important because it
occurs around physiologically important temperatures. Furthermore, the phase transition occurs
instantaneously, with little obvious hysteresis, allowing us to create real-time actuating thermal fuses that
cycle between on and off rapidly.
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Materials 

1-bromodecane, silver nitrate, ammonium hydroxide, D-(+)-Glucose, potassium 
carbonate, 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP), 1,4,5,8-naphthalenetetracarboxylic 
dianhydride, chloroform, hydrochloric acid, N,N’-dimethylformamide (DMF), 4-
aminophenol, and sodium chloride were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, 
USA), or Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA) and used without further 
modification. 

Instrumentation 

Scanning Electron Microscopy 

Crystals were selected for SEM and adhered to the sample holder pins with double-sided 
copper tape and imaged on a ZEISS Supra 40 Scanning Electron Microscope (Zeiss, 
Oberkochen, Germany) with an accelerating voltage of 2.5 kV and a working distance of 
6.7 to 15.3 mm. 

Digital Scanning Calorimetry 

Thermal properties of DNDI samples were analyzed with differential scanning calorimetry 
(DSC) using a TA Instruments Q2000. The crystals were heated from 20 °C to 60 °C then 
back to 20 °C for 200 cycles at a heating rate of 20 °C/min, under a flow of nitrogen (40 
mL/min). The crystals were recovered from the pan afterwards for further analysis. 

Electrical Measurement 

Voltage was supplied with a Global Specialties 1325 (Global Specialties, Yorba Linda, 
CA, USA) or a Longwei Electric 302D (Longwei Electric, No.50 Tangxia Industrial Zone, 
Dongguan, China) power supply. Voltage measurements were recorded on a Tektronix 
DPO 3014 oscilloscope (Tektronix, Beaverton, OR, USA) or a Keysight 34465A 
multimeter (Keysight Technologies, Santa Rosa, CA, USA). 

Methods 

Synthesis 

NDI-Phenol 

NDI-Phenol was synthesized according to a literature protocol.1 A mixture of 1,4,5,8-
naphthalenetetracarboxylic dianhydride (4.582 g, 2.119 mmol and 4-aminophenol (4.627 
g, 4.240 mmol) was heated under reflux at 130 °C for 24 h. The reaction product was then 
collected under filtration and washed with DMF. 

DNDI 

DNDI was synthesized based on a literature protocol.2 NDI-Phenol (2. 00 g, 4.4 mmol), 
1-bromodecane (19.448 g, 88 mmol) and K2CO3 (4.8 g, 8.7 mmol) were stirred in NMP 
(80 mL) at 70 °C for 6 h. The reaction mixture was poured into diluted HCl, the precipitate 
was filtered off, and dried in vacuum. The crude product was purified by flash column 
chromatography on silica in isocratic chloroform and allowed to crystallize in the fraction 
tubes. 
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Hot Stage Microscopy 

A polarized optical microscope was set up with a heat gun and a cooling apparatus each 
pointed at the underside of the stage. The cooling apparatus consisted of a vacuum flask 
partially filled with water and embedded in an ice bath with an air hose delivering air to 
the top of the flask and another air hose delivering cooled air from the flask stem to the 
underside of the stage. Alternating use of the heat gun and cooling apparatus allowed a 
range of temperatures from approximately 5 °C to 70 °C in a reasonable cycle time of 
less than five minutes. 

Silver Coating 

Selected DNDI crystals were added to a scintillation vial and 5 mL 1 M silver nitrate and 
0.2 g (D)-glucose added. 5 drops of ammonium hydroxide was added and the vial capped 
and gently heated while swirling until the silver mirror appeared on the inside of the vial 
surface. The vial was then left on a rotisserie to gently tumble for 2 days. The vial contents 
were vacuum filtered and rinsed with water. Silver flakes were picked out and the silvered 
crystals were carefully collected into a separate vial for storage. Selected silvered crystals 
were mounted on double-sided copper tape for examination by SEM. 

Electrical Actuation 

A circuit was set up and soldered to a breadboard consisting of a terminal for power 
supply, a 270 Ω resistor, a red LED, terminals for current measurement, electrodes for 
the crystal switch contacts, and a terminal for return power supply. The crystal switch 
contacts consisted of filter paper strips moistened by saturated sodium chloride solution. 
The LED indicated a closed circuit, the resistor protected the LED from overcurrent, and 
the current was monitored as the power supply voltage was increased until the crystal 
actuated. Originally, copper tape was used for the electrodes, but the silvered DNDI 
crystals did not make good contact so we instead used liquid electrolyte electrodes that 
consisted of Whatman #1 filter paper cut into an “L” shape and moistened with a saturated 
NaCl solution. Two acrylic blocks were placed such that there was an air gap between 
the electrodes that the silvered crystal bridged, ensuring that the only electrical circuit 
path was across the crystal and not liquid electrolytes that have seeped away from the 
electrodes. During the course of the electrical measurements, the electrodes were 
occasionally moistened with fresh NaCl solution to maintain conductivity. 

Force Measurements 

A squared metal rod was machined to fit snugly between the fins of an aluminum heatsink 
with a setscrew to hold it down firmly in the trench to act as an adjustable backstop for 
expanding crystals. A thermocouple was glued into the next trench over for temperature 
monitoring. The heatsink assembly was clamped firmly in place and a Honeywell 
FSG005WNPB force sensor (Honeywell, Golden Valley, MN, USA) was glued to an 
adjustable stage and clamped at the end of the backstopped trench. Selected crystals 
were placed in the trench such that they would re-expand against the backstop and 
protrude outwards from the end of the trench against the force sensor. An Opti-TekScope 
digital USB microscope camera (Opti-TekScope, Chandler, AZ, USA) was mounted 
above the assembly to monitor alignment and to record crystal lengths. A soldering iron 
heated to 850 °C was applied to a neighboring trench to heat the aluminum and the crystal 
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by conduction until the thermal threshold was passed and the crystal contracted. The 
backstop was carefully adjusted such that the contracted crystals was butted up against 
it, and all of the expansion force would be applied in the opposite direction, that is, into 
the sensor. The assembly was cooled by placing a chunk of ice against the bottom surface 
of the heatsink away from the crystal until the crystal re-expanded. The sensor values 
were converted to Newtons according to the manufacturer’s data sheet. The trench width 
was determined with a microscope calibration slide, and this width was then used to 
determine individual crystal lengths by pixel count from the microscope images. 

List of associated supplementary files 

Movie D1. DNDI crystal contracting and expanding in multiple cycles. 

Movie D2. DNDI crystal under polarized light showing propagation of wavefronts. 

Movie D3. A silvered DNDI crystal delaminating from the silver coating upon heating on 
a hot plate. 

Movie D4. Electrical actuation of a silvered DNDI crystal across saturated NaCl electrodes 
upon voltage increase. 
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Computational Details: 

Molecular Cluster Modeling: 

Four cluster modeling systems were created due to the extended nature of the bulk DNDI 
crystal structure: (a) single layer; (b) bilayer; (c) three layers; and (4) four layers molecular 
structures. These models were completed on the linker of interest coordinated to a pair 
of benzene rings, which are attached to the -OCH2CH2CH2CH3 groups bound to either 
end of the organic main linker as depicted in Figure S1-S3. To truncate the system, the 
ligating oxygen atoms at both the ends that are not part of the included linker were added 
as -OCH2CH2CH2CH3 in order to conserve charge as well as make it neutral, and one -H 
atom was added in the -OCH2CH2CH2CH3 groups to truncate and neutralize the system.  

 

Thermodynamics. 

The periodic crystal structure and four cluster modeling systems (1-4 layers molecular 
structures) were created and shown in Figure S1, S2. All the calculations were performed 
using unrestricted hybrid DFT at the UB3LYP-D3 level, with the correlation-consistent 
polarization double ζ-quality (cc-pVDZ) atomic basis sets for all atoms.[3-5]  The harmonic 
vibrational frequencies at the optimized geometries were analyzed to confirm stable 
minima. Thermochemistry calculations were performed at 298K and 333K considering 
mono-, bi- and tri-layer molecular models (Figure 1b-d, 2b-d). The threshold used for 
evaluating the convergence of the energy, forces, and electron density was 10-7 a.u. for 
each parameter. All the calculations were performed with the electronic structure quantum 
chemistry program code Gaussian09. [5]  
 
A rigid scan has been performed by using the 1-,2-,3-, and 4-layer systems. The rotation 
of the benzene ring is defined as a continuous transition where the spatial alignment of 
the crystal is changed by tuning around a rotational axis, C1-C2-N1-C3 (Figure S3, left). 
Taking the optimized equilibrium structures, the benzene group was rotated around the 
axis of the DNDI crystal to scan the potential energy curve (PEC) in the range of 0° to 
180° with 10° increments. We found one global minimum is the equilibrium position with 
the dihedral angle of 80.0o. Two most unstable positions are at the dihedral angle 0.0o 
and 180.0o. Thus, the rotational energy barrier has been computed as the energy 
difference between the most stable and unstable positions of the rotational groups (Figure 
S3, right). This estimated rotational barrier is ∆E† = 13.6 – 14.4 kJ.mol-1 for the molecules 
surrounded by 1-,2-,3-layers of DNDI molecules.  
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Figure S1. DNDI structures at 298K. (a) Crystal structure of DNDI crystal at this temperature. Molecular 
models for the optimized structure defined as (b) mono-; (c) bi- and (d) tri- layers of the same crystal. 
Accordingly, the thermochemical calculations of these models are performed at temperature of the 

crystal. 
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Figure S2. DNDI structures at 333K. (a) Crystal structure of DNDI crystal at this temperature. Molecular 
models for the optimized structure defined as (b) mono-; (c) bi- and (d) tri- layers of the same crystal. 
Accordingly, the thermochemical calculations of these models are performed at temperature of the 

crystal. 
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Figure S3. Left-to-right: molecular models surrounded by 1-3 layers to study the neighboring effect on the 
(right) rotational barrier. Top-bottom: 1-, 2-, 3-, 4-Layers models were optimized the same level of theory. 

The rotational dihedral angle χ is represented by C1-C2-N1-C3. 
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Summary 

Solid state thermosalience—a sudden exertion of an expansive or contractive physical force 

following a temperature change in a solid state compound—is rare, few are reversible systems, 

and most of these are limited to a dozen or so cycles before the crystal degrades or they reverse 

slowly over the course of many minutes or even hours. In this work, we show a fully reversible 

actuator that is stable at room temperature for multiple years and is capable of actuation for more 

than two hundred cycles at near ambient temperature. Specifically, the crystals shrink to 90% of 

its original length instantaneously upon heating beyond 45 °C and expands back to its original 

length upon cooling below 35 °C. This temperature regime is important because it occurs around 

physiologically important temperatures. Furthermore, the phase transition occurs instantaneously, 

with little obvious hysteresis, allowing us to create real-time actuating thermal fuses that cycle 

between on and off rapidly.  

 

Introduction 

Materials that can transduce heat into well-defined and directed motion are rare but have a wide 

range of applications for a diverse array of technologies from microscopic pumps to energy 

harvesting. For instance, transducing well-defined thermally induced reciprocating actuation 

simply by taking advantage of the natural temperature fluctuation between day and night cycles is 

a possible way to harness ambient temperature changes into useful pollution-free electricity. In 

addition, the ever-increasing interest in the miniaturization of mechanical devices demands new 

actuating materials that can produce motion in the micron to millimeter regime. While actuators 

that operate from electrochemical stimuli are well-known,1,2 the application of thermal expansion 

actuators has been limited by poor mechanical properties, material fatigue, or low coefficients of 

thermal expansion (CTEs). For instance, metallic aluminum and lead, which have the highest 

known CTEs in pure metals, are still in the regime of 20 × 10-6 K-1. Thermo-responsive actuating 
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shape-memory polymers have been developed,3-6 but they typically require a significant change in 

the global environmental temperature to actuate.7 

Dynamic crystals are mechanically active single crystalline entities capable of amplifying 

small changes in molecular packing into large-scale anisotropic macroscopic motion. These 

materials—so-called thermosalient solids—have CTEs over an order of magnitude higher than the 

best pure-metals and undergo phase transitions at rates exceeding 105 times faster than non-

thermosalient transitions.8 This expansion is caused by a diffusionless “sergeants and soldiers” 

phase transition that is initiated at crystalline extremities and rapidly propagates throughout the 

crystal.9,10 In some of these systems, expansion can cause a sudden single-crystal-to-crystal (SCC) 

phase transition with substantial changes in unit cell size, thus providing even greater material 

expansion. Unfortunately, these SCSC events are typically irreversible and results in their 

destruction by splitting, jumping, or even dramatically exploding. These irreversible dynamic 

crystals have found applications as fuses11, making use of their one-time ability to actuate to break 

a circuit; however, this irreversibility greatly limits their applications. In contrast to irreversible 

systems, there are very few reversible systems, and most of these are limited to a dozen or so cycles 

before the crystal degrades or they reverse slowly over the course of many minutes or even hours. 

Designing such systems is complicated by the fact that structure-function relationships in 

molecular crystals can be difficult to derive and thus a priori synthesis of actuating materials is 

challenging. 

In this report, we show a thermosalient crystal, which is part of a family of thermosalient 

systems, that is a fully reversible actuator capable of more than two hundred cycles and room 

temperature stability for multiple years. The phase transition occurs instantaneously, with little 

obvious hysteresis, allowing us to create real-time actuating thermal fuses that cycle between on 

and off rapidly. Our family of actuating molecular crystals is based on a naphthalene diimide (NDI) 

core with alkoxyphenyl substituents (Figure 1a).9 We have reported that the single-action 

thermosalient behavior is tunable across temperature ranges by altering the alkyl chain from four 

to nine carbons. 12 Here we report that, when the alkyl chain is 10 linear carbons, the thermosalient 

crystals show instantaneous reversible negative thermal expansion. Specifically, the crystals shrink 

to 90% of its original length instantaneously upon heating beyond 45 °C and, expand back to its 

original length upon cooling below 35 °C. This temperature regime is important because it occurs 

at a physiologically important temperature—at just the minimum temperature that can cause a burn 

in a finite amount of time—thus giving rise to use in thermal fuses to prevent skin burns from 

runaway thermal reactions in batteries or other portable electronics. It is also a convenient 

temperature range for extracting energy in the diurnal cycle of desert climates. Thus, we anticipate 

this family of materials may have a plethora of practical applications in addition to serving as a 

model for fundamental studies in structure-function behavior for heat conversion into mechanical 

energy. 

Results and Discussion 

After our discoveries that butoxyphenyl-NDI crystals9 under temperature gradients exhibit 

irreversible thermosalience and reversible thermochromism, we expanded our search to other NDI 

derivatives based on alkyl chain length.12 We hypothesize that longer chains and smaller ring 

overlaps might flatten the potential energy curve, thus facilitating the transition and improving the 

reversibility. Accordingly, we observe that this NDI family exhibits thermosalience and/or 

thermochromism across its many derivatives. Upon reaching 10 carbons (Decoxyphenyl-NDI; or 

DNDI for short), we find the crystal to be reversibly thermosalient, exhibiting negative thermal 
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expansion on heating past the phase transition point. What’s more, the transition temperature is 

around 45 °C, a temperature range better-suited for physiologically and near normal temperature 

applications than other reversibly thermosalient crystals, which actuate at >80 °C13,14 or lower than 

0 °C.15 

 

Table 1: Crystallographic parameters at 298K and 338K. 

Parameter 298 K 338 K 

Crystal System Triclinic 
Space Group P1̅ 

Formula C46H54N2O6 
Unit cell (Å) a = 5.232 (4) 8.775 (3) 

b = 7.643 (5) 9.070 (3) 
c = 25.120 (18) 29.218 (10) 
α = 86.887 (19)° 81.70 (2)° 
β = 87.346 (19)° 83.383 (13)° 
γ = 80.28 (2)° 63.15 (2)° 

Volume (Å3) 987.8 (12) 2049.8 (12) Å3 
Crystal Color Yellow 

Z 1 2 
Reflections Collected 11522 33485 

Rint 0.052 0.168 
Density (g cm-3)a 1.229 1.184 

wR(F2) 0.177 0.280 
Mo Kα radiation, λ (Å) 0.71073 

aAlthough the unit cell volume nearly doubles, the number of units per cell (Z) also double, and the overall 
density decreases slightly, despite the fact that the bulk crystal decreases in volume significantly. 

 

DNDI was synthesized based on literature protocols, substituting longer alkyl chains, and 

crystallized from the slow evaporation of chloroform. These crystals were examined with single 

crystal X-Ray diffraction at temperatures above and below the transition point, and the single 

crystal structure was solved across the operating temperature range. The crystallographic 

parameters are summarized in Table 1. Structural analysis indicates that the molecular 

arrangement within the lattice positions align the NDI cores parallel to each other with the alkyl 

chains fully extended away, forming layers of ribbon-like planes (Figure 1b and c). The centroid-

to-centroid distances between the NDI cores shorten considerably with heating, and they pack 

together closer when the crystal’s large axis of thermal contraction is arranged horizontally 

(Figure 1c). This is enabled by a change in the aromatic ring overlap, which causes a contraction 

of the linkers as temperature decreases. Upon heating past the transition point of 45 °C, the crystal 

shrinks to ~90% of its cold length in the long direction (Figure 1e). Put differently, the DNDI 

crystals were observed to have sudden negative thermal expansion at 45 °C. The width increases 

slightly and the there is no apparent change in thickness. The hot and cold lengths remain relatively 

stable (Figure 1f) following multiple cycles without loss in compressibility (Movie S1). Single 

crystal analysis shows that the cool and warm structures are two different crystal habits, both of 

which are triclinic, and differ only modestly in unit cell lengths and angles. This small change in 

packing may explain why the crystals are able to cycle without substantial degradation. 
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Figure 1. a) The structural formula of the Naphalene Diimide (NDI) systems, which all show thermosalient 
behavior. This work shows that when the alkyl chain is 10 carbons long (DNDI), the fluctuation becomes 
reversible. Overlap of both crystal phases at high (red) and low (blue) temperatures b) down the 
crystallographic a-axis, where the expansion along the b-axis and c-axis from packing is illustrated. c) A 
Zoom-in into the ring overlaps down the a-axis shows the NDI core and phenoxyl ring overlap becomes slip 
stacked at high temp and d) down the crystallographic b-axis, where the expansion at low temperature is 
obviated. e) Optical micrographs of a DNDI crystal at room temperature (top), heated (middle) and an 
overlay illustrating the length difference (bottom). f) Graph showing crystal length changes of a single crystal 
over 34 thermal cycles from cold (green squares) to hot (orange circles) and back with percent length 
change (red triangles). 

We conducted differential scanning calorimetry on bulk DNDI crystals cycling the 

temperature from 20 °C to 60 °C and back for 200 cycles (Figure 2a). The exothermic and 

endothermic peaks show no shift in temperature, width, or height over the cycles, indicating that 

the bulk molecular rearrangement is not attenuated. The recovered crystals were apparently 

thinner, having slightly delaminated in the DSC though the recovered crystals continued to actuate 

at the same temperatures with the same 10% decrease in length. One such recovered crystal is 

shown in the insert of Figure 2a.  

DSC analysis coupled with computational efforts give some insight into the crystal 

transformation. The endothermic contraction process, which is at its most endothermic at 46.3 °C, 

occurs with a ΔG of −6.2×103 J/mol, a ΔH −7.7×103 J, and an entropic penalty of ΔS = −35 

J/mol•C. Conversely, the “expansion” process is ΔG of +6.0×103 J/mol at 33.3 °C—the exothermic 

peak maximum. The reverse process appears largely entropy driven, with a ΔS = 59 J/mol•C and 

a ΔH 8.0×103 J/mol. The slight discrepancy in free energy between these transitions may arise 

from the thermal delamination of the crystals.  
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Figure 2. a) DSC traces of DNDI  are shown for 50, 100, 150, and 200 cycles. The inset shows a single 
DNDI crystal from the DSC experiment, which remains ~800 μm long, after 207 cycles. Major divisions of 
the scale are 100 μm. b) The dynamic motions that DNDIs undergo from the low temperature phase to 

the high temperature phase involve a rotation of one of the two aromatic rings on each NDI (green arrow) 
to allow the NDI cores to move over each other (orange arrow). c) While the rotation of the aromatic ring 

is energetically uphill, the greater pi-overlap in the high temp structure is a lower energy structure at these 
temperatures with the distances and angles tabulated. 

 

 To support and explain our experimental observations, we conducted DFT calculations16,17 

considering the periodic crystal structure and molecular model systems (Figure S1, S2). The crystal 

structure of the DNDI crystal (Figure S1a, S2a), and the molecular clusters models have been used 

to estimate the different local and non-local effects. More specifically, we studied different 

molecular models surrounded by 1-3 layers to study the neighboring effect (Figure S1b-e, S2b-e). 

Thermochemistry calculations were performed at 298K and 333K in all these crystal structures 
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and molecular clusters. Our calculations reveal that ∆Htheory = 7.2–8.7 x 103 J/mol for DNDI 

surrounded by mono-, bi- and tri-layer molecules. This is excellent in agreement with the 

experimental value (∆Hexp = 7.7–8.0 x 103 J/mol). The entropy changes from our theoretical 

calculations, ∆Stheory = 53.0–54.3 J/mol•C for the same molecular models is likewise in agreement 

with the experimental values (∆Sexp = 35–59 J/mol•C). In order to understand the barriers to switch 

from one form to the other, we hypothesize that the driving force for the phase transition is a lower 

energy co-facial π-π overlap of the NDI cores. This better overlap is inhibited at low temperature 

by the steric the bulky aromatic rings. Only when there is enough thermal energy for these rings 

to rotate out of the way, can the NDI cores move closer to each other. To test this hypothesis, a 

scan was performed on the rotation of the linker (Figure S3). The estimated electronic rotational 

barrier, ∆E† = 13.6 – 14.4 kJ.mol-1, which is not much higher than the available thermal energy at 

the phases transition. Thus, we postulate that a possible mechanism driving the phase transition is 

the greater thermal energy to permit movement of the rings; analog to two butterflies flying next 

to each other. In other words, a full rotation of the rings is not necessary, but the available thermal 

energy allows for the rings to be perturbed enough to affect the π-π interaction. In summary, the 

overall global motion and experimental thermodynamic data support that an energetically 

penalizing rotation of the aromatic ring must occur to allow the NDI cores to slide over each other 

(Figure 2b), which offers greater stabilization from improved overlap of the NDI π-systems (Figure 

2c). These results are consistent with the fact that our n-phenoxyl substituted NDI systems 

containing four, seven, eight, and nine carbons likewise undergo thermosalience. Indeed, more 

than 820 solid state structures of functionalized NDI cores have been uploaded to the Cambridge 

Crystallographic Databased and many experimentally tested as organic semiconductor systems, 

yet only the derivatives featuring an n-phenoxyl substituent have demonstrated thermosalient 

behavior. Therefore, the importance of the aromatic ring cannot be understated.  

 

The single-crystal-to-single-crystal transition occurs with a slight change in unit cell 

parameters, which contributes to a difference in cellular birefringence. We were able to use this 

change in birefringence to better understand the mechanism of actuation. During a gradual thermal 

gradient, the transition occurs slowly, nucleating at a certain point along the crystal long axis while 

all of the molecules in a line rearrange. The “wavefront” (Figure 3, red diagonal lines) then 

propagates lengthwise as a solid line in either direction down the crystal (Figure 3, yellow 

arrows). At crystal imperfections, cracks, or dislocations, the wave front can stall, and the stress 

lines become apparent. The thermal gradient takes a bit longer to affect the other side of the 

obstacle, during which the wavefront above or below the disturbance may continue propagating 

past, causing the crystal to split disjointly until the wave fronts catch up and the sections merge 

again (Movie S2). The most common method of crystal splitting in this manner is along the plane 

parallel to the large [001] face, causing delamination of the parallel sheets. Repeated thermal cycles 

tend to cleave or shear the crystal into thinner crystals that continue to actuate. Intriguingly, the 

phase transition can occur at any point in the crystal and occasionally at multiple locations. These 

phase transitions presumably follow a “sergeants and soldiers” propagation wherein the phase 

transition induces the transition nearby. 
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Figure 3. Still frames of DNDI crystal under polarized light after 200 thermal cycles subjected to a slow 
thermal gradient. Propagation (yellow arrows) of the molecular rearrangement wavefronts (red lines) 
through the long axis of the crystal upon a1-6) heating and b1-6) cooling past the respective thermal 

transition points. 
 

To take advantage of this thermosalience, inspiration was drawn from Khalil et al.11 to coat 

the crystal in a conductive silver layer for use in an electronic circuit. DNDI exhibits no 

conductivity in its natural state, so a conductive coating is required to allow current to pass through. 

Selected large DNDI crystals were metallized via the Tollens Silver Mirror reaction and examined 

by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Figure 3a). A thin uniform coating of silver 

nanoparticles was found on the crystal surface and the crystals were visually grey and shiny instead 

of their usual yellow. Attempts to close a circuit with these crystals failed because the silver coating 

was not thick enough, and the silver mirror reaction was redone on the same crystals. As the silver 

coating grew thicker, the silver particles merged into a solid sheet. The coating appeared to have 

a higher affinity for itself than to the crystal surface, and upon thermal transition of the crystal, the 

silver coating delaminated from the crystal but remained intact (Movie S3). However, these 

crystals successfully closed a circuit and were deemed conductive enough to proceed. 

The conductive crystals were connected in an electronic circuit (Figure 3b) to bridge a gap of a 

width such that it is smaller than a cold crystal but larger than a hot one. Initial attempts using 

copper electrodes resulted in intermittent conduction at best, as there was not very good contact 
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between the crystal and the copper electrodes. Filter paper soaked in saturated sodium chloride as 

a liquid electrolyte solution was found to work well. Naked DNDI crystals show no electrical 

conductivity whatsoever, so any electrical measurements are entirely based on the nature of the 

coating. Upon passing a current through the coated crystal, the silver coating visibly turned black 

moving from the negative to the positive end of the crystal (Movie S4). Once the current provided 

enough heat to the circuit path—either the silver coating or the liquid electrolytes—the crystal 

contracted. 

 

 
Figure 4. a) Scanning Electron Micrographs of silvered DNDI crystals at progressively higher 

magnifications. At higher magnification, left-to-right, individual silver nanoparticles are visible. b) Circuit 
schematic for electrical actuation. c) Oscilloscope traces of the measured voltage and current through the 

circuit over time. At the bottom, the red sections represent the time the crystal was expanded, and the 
blue sections represent the time the crystal was contracted. The dotted black ellipses on the voltage trace 

indicate the capacitor discharge in the power supply upon turning off the voltage. d) Force-length 
comparison of 4 DNDI crystals. The inset shows a crystal (yellow) resting on the aluminum heatsink with 

the backstop on the right and the sensor on the left. 

 

On applying or removing the voltage, the crystal rapidly responded by contracting or expanding, 

respectively (Supplemental Movies). If the crystal is placed properly, the heating and cooling 
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induces a pulsive effect as the crystal heats, shrinks, and shorts the circuit. The crystal then cools, 

expands, and closes the circuit. Analysis of the motion shows that we were able to obtain 

expansion-re-expansion rates between 1–2 Hz, which is exceptionally rapid for organic crystals. 

On turning off the power supply, the voltage drops slowly at first, then rapidly to the baseline, 

indicated by the dotted ellipses in Figure 3c. This is because the capacitors in the power supply 

are discharging briefly after turning the voltage off. 

Re-expansion force measurements were obtained using a piezoelectric sensor placed 

against a heated crystal and measuring the voltage produced by the piezoelectric material in 

response to the crystal pushing into it (Figure 3d). This voltage can be converted to force once the 

physical parameters of the sensor are determined. The crystals selected were difficult to align and 

register any force, but the force output was plotted against the crystal length for four crystals in a 

range of ~1.5 to ~3.5 mm. The forces registered in a range of ~4 to ~5.5 mN show a loose inverse 

proportion with length. However, the crystals tend to break apart under resistance to expansion. 

This suggests that the internal forces holding the [001] planes together are weaker than the outward 

expansion force, as the energy required to push outwards instead shears the crystal along its plane. 

In summary, we have shown that DNDI can be used as a thermally activated actuator for 

use as an electrical switch or indicator, reusable over many cycles in ambient and near 

physiologically important temperatures. These crystals retain their actuation capability even after 

breaking into smaller parts and show promising potential for use embedded in an elastic matrix 

that can align and magnify the expansive capabilities of DNDI for use as a thermal-actuated sensor, 

muscle, extracting energy in the diurnal cycle of desert climates, or in thermomechanical automatic 

devices. These crystals have potential to impact the fields of electronics and micromechanics in 

different directions. 

  

Methods 

Synthesis of DNDI 

DNDI was synthesized based on literature protocols,12,18 purified by silica column chromatography 

in isocratic chloroform, and crystallized by evaporation from the fraction tubes. 

Metallization of DNDI 

Sufficiently large DNDI crystal candidates were selected and added to a scintillation vial with 5 

mL silver nitrate, 200 mg glucose, and 5 drops ammonium hydroxide, and gently heated while 

swirling to around 50 °C until the silver mirror began to form. The vial was then left on a rotisserie 

at room temperature for 2 days and then vacuum filtered while rinsing with ultrapure water and 

drying. 

Circuit Design 

A circuit was set up and soldered to a breadboard consisting of a terminal for power supply, a 270 

Ω resistor, a red LED, terminals for current measurement, electrodes for the crystal switch 

contacts, and a terminal for return power supply. The crystal switch contacts consisted of filter 

paper strips moistened by saturated sodium chloride solution and mounted above acrylic blocks 

with an air gap for the crystal to bridge without electrolytes causing a short circuit. The LED 

indicated a closed circuit, the resistor protected the LED from overcurrent, and the current was 

monitored as the power supply voltage was increased until the crystal actuated. The metallized 

crystal actuation was monitored with a USB microscope. 
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Force Measurements 

Naked crystals were placed between the fins of an aluminum heatsink with a machined steel rod 

as an adjustable backstop on one end and a Honeywell FSG005WNPB force sensor on the other, 

and a thermocouple glued to the outside of the fins. The system was heated by direct contact with 

a soldering iron tip at 800 °C until the crystal contracted. The force sensor and backstop were 

adjusted such that the crystal was butted up against both and would press against the sensor upon 

re-expansion. The system was then cooled by direct contact with an ice cube on the underside of 

the heatsink until the crystal expanded into the force sensor. The voltage change was recorded and 

converted to force according to the sensor properties listed in the manufacturer’s datasheet. 

 

Computational Details: 

 Due to the extended nature of the bulk DNDI crystal structure, the periodic crystal 

structures (Figure S1a, S2b) and four cluster modeling systems with 1-4 layers were used (Figure 

S1b-d, S2b-d). The equilibrium structures, geometries, calculations of energetics and rotational 

barrier of the model systems of the DNDI crystal were obtained with the hybrid unrestricted 

density functional theory (DFT) with the UB3LYP-D3  level of theory using correlation-consistent 

polarization double ζ-quality basis sets for all atoms.16,17 The harmonic vibrational frequencies at 

the optimized geometries were analyzed to confirm ground states. The thermochemical 

calculations were performed at 298K and 333K corresponding to each crystal structure 

configuration. The rigid scan was performed by considering the same models (Figure S3). The 

threshold used for evaluating the convergence of the energy, forces, and electron density was 10-7 

a.u. for each parameter. All calculations were performed with the Gaussian09 quantum chemistry 

code. The details computations can be found in the Supporting Information. 

 

Data Availability 

Crystal structure data that support the findings of this study have been deposited in the CCDC with 

the accession codes 1992519–23. 
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